
PART I: ADDUCING EVIDENCE 
A1: WITNESSES – CALLING A WITNESS   
1) Power to call witnesses: not dealt with by the Act, therefore, look to common law.  

a) Parties 
i. CRIMINAL: P under duty to call all material witnesses whether they support the Crown's case or not: Kneebone 

— Failure to call: may give rise to a miscarriage of justice: Kneebone; DPP Pros Guidelines r26 
» Mere inconsistency of the testimony of a witness with the prosecution case is not itself grounds for refusing to 

call a witness: r26 [it is not synonymous with truth]  
» Kneebone: failure to call V's mother (material witness) a miscarriage in circumstances where P took no steps to 

ascertain unreliability (eg. interviewing witness) and was unable to point to identifiable facts which show 
unreliability [P afraid V's mother would lie to protect spouse (DV incident) thus unreliable]  

— Expert evidence: where expert evidence crucial to decide, all available witnesses should be called but fairness does 
not require equal headcount for both sides (“balance” merely requires that the P case be presented with fairness to 
the accused): Velevski 

» Velevski: case turned on expert opinion of whether murder/murder or murder/suicide. Crown called 4 experts 
supporting its argument (murder/murder), only 2 supporting defence [no miscarriage of justice because experts 
different to witnesses]  

— Exceptions: repetitious evidence; expert evidence (query), unreliable, untrustworthy witnesses, must be proper 
consideration – conference with W 

» Guiding factor should always be the need to find the truth: Whitehorn  
b) By Judge/Court 
- Court's power to control own proceedings not generally affected: s11 
- Court able to make any orders it considers just in relation to the way in which witnesses are to be questioned: s26  

— Judge may decide that more than one counsel can X-min a W (even if atypical): GPI Investments 
— Commentary: Some decisions have held that s26 provides broad enough power to allow a judge to call a witness 

(Milano Investments; CF. Sharp v Rangott). Odgers argues the Court's general power (s11) is sufficiently broad to 
allow calling of witnesses  

i. CIVIL: judge cannot call a witness without both parties' consent or lack of objection: Clark Equipment Credit 
ii. CRIMINAL: judge may call witness in the most exceptional circumstances: Apostilides  [failure of P to call two 

witnesses who were with C immediately before alleged sexual offences]  
— Judge can (but does not need to) question Crown regarding reasons not to call witness; at end of Crown case, judge 

may ask Crown to reconsider the decision, but cannot compel the Crown to call a witness, judge may give direction: 
Apostilides 

2) Failure to call witness 
a) Criminal: Decision not to call a witness is only a ground to set aside a conviction if, when viewed against conduct of 

whole trial, it gives rise to a miscarriage of justice: Apostilides 
 
 

  



A2: WITNESSES – COMPETENCE AND COMPELLABILITY  
1) Presumption: (except as otherwise provided by this Act) all persons are competent to testify and may be compelled to 

testify: s12 
- Competence relating to one piece of evidence does not affect the witness’ competence regarding another: s13(2)  
- Evidence that has been given by a witness does not become inadmissible merely because, before the witness dies or 

ceases to be competent to give evidence: s13(7)  
- Procedure: any issues around competence are heard in the absence of the jury in a voir dire (s189) and is a more 

inquisitorial process (s13(8)) 
2) Competence: A person is not competent if they do not have the capacity to understand a question about the fact; or the 

person does not have the capacity to give an answer that can be understood to a question about the fact: s13(1)  
a)  Sworn evidence: person must be capable of understanding they are under an obligation to give truthful evidence: 

s13(3)   
— Children: there is a difference between the moral and legal meaning of ‘obligation’ and there may be a distinction 

between the children’s understanding of ‘truth’ and their understanding of the obligation to tell the ‘truth’ as a 
witness: The Queen v GW 

b) Unsworn evidence: person incapable of giving sworn evidence may give unsworn evidence if the court gives the 
required court direction: s13(4) 
— Strict compliance necessary (otherwise grounds for conviction being set aside): SH v R 

» SH v R: TJ failed to give third instruction (P however gave it). Conviction quashed due to failure to comply 
(‘should feel no pressure’) 
Þ Gave warnings in question form (this was fine)  

» Required direction: person that it is important to tell the truth; that they may be asked Qs that they do not 
know, or cannot remember the answers to, and they should tell the court if this occurs; and they may be asked Qs 
that suggest certain statements are true or untrue and that they should agree with the statements they believe 
to be true and should feel no pressure to agree with the statements they believe to be untrue: s13(5) 

— Consequence: unsworn evidence is still evidence and is treated no differently from other evidence by the Act: R v 
GW 

— R v GW: [Obiter] (French CJ, Bell, Gageler, Keane and Nettle J) It is possible that different considerations would 
apply where a witness other than a young child is capable of giving evidence about a fact but incapable of giving 
sworn evidence because for other reasons they do not have the capacity to understand the obligation to give 
truthful evidence  

— Commentary: unsworn evidence used to require that W understand the ‘difference between the truth and a lie’ 
but this was amended due to criticisms that the tests were too similar, restrictive and inaccurate (report that there 
is no psychological evidence that children are in the habit of fantasising and children may actually be more likely to 
tell the truth than adults: ALRC 102)  

c) CRIMINAL: A defendant is not competent to give evidence as a witness for the prosecution: s17(2) 
— A co-defendant is not competent to give evidence against a co-defendant: Kirk [director of company not competent 

to give evidence against co-defendant which was the company]  
3) Compellability: 

i) Defendant:  
— An associated defendant is not compellable to give evidence for and against a defendant in a CRIMINAL proceeding, 

unless the associated defendant is being tried separately from the defendant: s17(3) 
» If being tried jointly, court must make sure W is aware of this (s17(4)). Neither can be called by prosecution to 

give evidence nor can defendants volunteer to do so or waive the provision: Kirk 
» Kirk: decision overturned when Kirk (D1) testified for P in OHS action against D1 and D2 (Kirk Holdings Ltd) 

ii) Spouse: D’s spouse, de facto, parent or child may object to being required by the Prosecution to give evidence 
(s18(2)) and court will allow this where harm to the witness, or relationship between W and D outweighs desirability 
of having evidence given (s18(6)) 
— Consider s18(7): nature and gravity of offence; substance and importance of evidence; whether other evidence 

on same matters would be reasonable available to P; nature of relationship between D and W; whether would 
involve breaking of confidence  

 


